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CHAPI'ER I 
!NTRODUCTIOU 
r uch has been written by authors, describing the social group ~rk I 
process, of the need to understand the background of the members of the 
group. It is clear that each person brings to a group his individual per-
I 
sonality, conditioned by his life history; but because a group is a social I 
phenomenon, he also brings his learned way of behaving in a social si tua-
tion, his learned standards and goals of social behavior, and his learned 
e:x:pectations of the attitudes and behavior of others. These last are the 
core of what is called, in this cont~:x:t, culture. 
As Mr . Ala~ Klein says; 
The culture in which a person operates condi tiona the vm.y he looks 
at things, ~md the way he reasons. It forms the fran~ of reference 
within which he ma.ltes his choices, and affects the way in which he 
seeks to satisfy his needs. It would seem apparent that the know-
ledge of the conditioning to vmich indi victuals have been subjected 
shows the functional relationships of their cultural beliefs and 
often explains what otherwise appear to be unreasonable actions.l 
li 
II 
li 
If 
I 
Culture in modern United States is nei ~'1-J.er a static nor a homogene-
11 
ous thing. Even those people who arrive in this country with a relatively I 
I 
strong and well-defined cultural pattern find this pattern modified, trans-1 
. I' formed, and sometimes even abandoned as succeeding generations come in con- : 
tact with other ways of life and adapt theit ideas to changing circumstances 
1 Alan F. Klein, ttThe Effect of Cultural Variables in Group Work 
Practice , 11 ~ Group, 15:13, Feb:rua!"'.f, 1953. 
1 
Second generation children may react so violently against their inherited 
customs that they are still controlled negatively by them. Members of the 
li 
third eeneration may achieve a synthesis of old and new, or may free them-
1 
selves, in certain areas, completely from the old. 2 'E.'1iS development will : 
be affected by many factors, most importantly the socio-economic status of 11 
the people involved and their acceptance by the members of the majority 
culture. Some aspects of their culture may fit into and re-enforce atti-
tudes in their new environlllent; others may be in opposition and so be 
minimized. Therefore, the culture of any ethnic group in this country can 1 
not be equated with any certainty to its culture in the country of its 
origin. 
In addition to these considerations, different influences act upon 11 
people in different parts of the country, even in different parts of tlw 
city, or in different schools. This means that the culture of each group 
is as unique as the personality of each individual. However, there seem 
to be certain discernible similariti es between groups of similar back-
11 grounds and differences between them and groups of generally different 
'I 
original cultures. 
It would; therefore, seem likely that a worker should approach 
groups from different cultures in different ways . His goals might be the 
s&~e or have a somewhat different priority~ but his methods of attaining 
them would be profoundly affected. 
2 For many descriptions of changing attitudes towards the original 
culture, see w. Lloyd Warner and Leo Srole, .~ Social Systems £.!: Atnerican 
Ethnic Groups. 
PVRPOSE. 
The purpose of this stuqy was to discover some of. these cultural 
effects on programming for groups of third generation boys and girls of 
East European JeTr.ish background, in the neighborhood centering about· 
Dorchester, Massachusetts. 
SCOPE. 
This study 1'/aS focussed on t he eff ects of the total present cultur~: 
I' 
of these groups, of which the dominant stra.t1d, but not the whole, is Jew- 1 
ish. 
The -area covered included the Jewish part of Dorchester, running 
mainly. along Blue Hill Avenue, and ·the adjacent sections of Roxbury and 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
! 
Matt apan. This neighborhood was chosen because in it two agencies se:rved i: 
a very homogeneous sub-culture, which stemmed from a clearly defined cul-
ture in Europe. 'I'he length of time in this country and, therefore, the 
probable influence of American ways was very similar f or all groups wi:thin r 
the age range studied. The social and economic level and educational back-! 
ground were very similar throughout this area. 
The two agencies included were Hecht House and the YMHA of Boston. 
Both served roughly t he same district, with groups moving back and forth 
between t hem. The clientele of the YMHA was one hundred per cent, and that I 
of Hecht House approximately ninety per cent Jewish. 
Groups were chosen from the age range of ten to eighteen years, 
partly because available records appeared to be best in t hese a ge brackets 
and partly because the effect of t he local culture on programming was felt 
to be the strongest in them. In younger groups, the worker plays a much 
more important role in determining program, so his cultur e Ydll probably be 
3 
the dominating factor. In those older than eighteen, contacts are much 
I 
broader and outside influences begin to play an important part, so that the j 
effects of the local culture would be more difficult to distinguish. I 
I 
Program vras taken to mean every activity, however informal or spon- 1: 
I 
taneous, that 1ms used purposefully in a group. Thus informal discussions 
before and after the formal meeting may have been used as program by the 
worker. Business meetings to plan other projects were also considered to 
be proe;ram. 
Program is a tool of the ~orker, a method he uses to gain his goal, 
although it may itself he a goal for the members of the group. Si nce it is !1 
a tool, it must be adapted to the result '\'lhich is expected of it. 
It is not only the means throur,h -which rnembers satisfy their inter-
ests and needs but also the medium through ,·,ni_ch they express inter- ' 
ests ani needs of \"ihich they are unaware or which they are incapable II 
of expressing in words.3 
Because it is so closely related to the aims and interests of ~~e 
members, it is particularly sensitive to cultural patterns. The success of 
a new activity may depend on whether or not it is presented in a 'vay ~hich I 
1 is sui ted to the culture of the group. The worker's recognition of its I! I 
success or failure may depend on his knowledge of the group's manner of re-
acting . Culture also affects t he choice of activities best suited to help-
1 II ing individuals express their interests and needs. For these reasons, pro-
11 
gram was chosen as a £ocus for this study. 
PROCEDURE. 
In the beginning it had been hoped to match closely comparable 
3 Gertrude Wilson and Gladys Ryland, Social Group Work Practice, 
P• 73. 
4 
groups of different. cultural backgrounds and thus to .have a set of controls 
on the findings of this study. However, this was found to he impossible. 
No area of comparable homogeneity and socio-economic conditions could be 
found . Even in those sho•dng the greatest similarity in t hese factors, it 
was almost impossible to find records. !n some agencies only statistical 
records were kept, in others only students kept process records and often 
these were &,riven to the students when they left the agency. In some, pro-
cess records were available only in dj.fferent age brackets or for mass 
activities . Therefore, tJ1e idea of controls had to be abandoned. 
Comparison of records was still considered to be of importance as 
a method of reaching and of presenting conclusions. For this purpose, 
agencies were chosen which met as fully as possible th.e conditions of com-
, parabili ty of clientele and records were selected from those Tlhich were 
available. 
The most nearly comparable neighborhood in ethnic homogeneity and 
economic level was f ound to be East Boston, which was preponderantly Ital- ~~ 
ian with some Irish. The district Tas poorer .economically than Dorchester, : 
I 
Since there 't'.rere very few record5 available in the two aeencies of th e 
area, other groups were studied. These were all under the decentralized 
, program of the Boston YMCA and were from several different neighborhoods, 
The majority of the groups were from tiQuter Roxbury11 , a community of mixed 
nationalities, including many Negroes. Economically this district stood 
between Dorchester and East Bos ton. One group was from East Dorchester, 
•of.nich was on about the same economic level as the J e1 • sh section; and was 
r largely Irish, Roman Catholic. One group "17a.cl' m:;J.rt: up of boys from low.:.-in-
come families in Allston and Brighton. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Tvmnty records were selected from those available in the two Jewish 
I agencies, the chief basis for selection being the completeness of the re-
cord. It was felt that the influenc J of culture could best be determined 
by studying full process records; that it was not something vhich could be I. 
discovered statistically. Therefore, men possible,. those were chosen which 
I gave not only activities but also reactions, discussions, and other materia~ 
I 
which would throw light on vlhat roles the worker and members played in the I 
group . Since the two agencies served substantially the same clientele, the · 
I 
Hecht House records were 
being less comprehensive 
chosen primarily for fullness and the IMHA records,' 
4 1. 
in fom, were chosen to round out the representa- 1. 
tion of age and sex in the Jevdsh cat egory. 
1: 
Because of the ~~phasis placed by both agencies on clubs as opposed 
to interest groups, all these records vrer e of clubs. In accorda.'lce with the!· 
prevailing agency practice, none of these clubs included both boys and girl~ 
There were thirteen records of non-Jewish groups, of Which three 
clubs and four interest groups were from East Boston, The rest were clubs, 
one from Allston-Brighton, one from East Dorchester, and the other f our fro 
''Outer Roxbury". While the total age span covered was the same as that of 
the Jevr.i..sh groups , there were more of the younger groups in the non- Jewish 
category, and the age spread in each club vras some'What wider than in t~ 
Jewish clubs. Thre e inter est groups contained both boys and girls . The 
other interest group and all the clubs had only one sex. All the available 
records in the East Boston agencies wer e studied. '!'hose from the CA "Were 
chosen because they were full records and helped complete the age range of 
4 See infra, p. 13. 
lr 
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6 
the non-Jewlsh groups. 
,These records were analyzed to discover '.'.'hat 'the major program 
aetlii1. ties \VBl'e, which ones seemed to be most me<mingf'ul w the group, 
which ones by reason of gene1·al use or general neglect seemed to be related 
1
, 
'I to the cultural pattern ,of the groups in question . ~ ,, 
Both Je·wish agencies emphasized Jewish cultural content in their 
programs . 
I' 
II 
II 
The use of this was studied as well as the related field of pro-. il 
gra.11 activities based on members ' feelings about their minority status . 
A 1im:i. ted number of intervlel'ro were held ~'i th directors of the 
agencies and staff members to clar:i.fy particular questions rai.sed by the 
record~, ani to sharpen the analysis of them by studying their setting . 
Poli ,ies and practicf)s of the agencies wh:tch r.night affect the findinas 
were discussed . 
ethnic backgrounds . 
The agencies trere of different t;ypes. The J ewish agencies were 
building-centered a.nd stressed Jewish culture. They preferred clubs to 
interest eroups. The East Boston auoncies were also building-centered and 
,, had more interest groups . All four of these agencies had physical educa-
tion progra..'!ts, w~uch filled most of the athletic interests of the club 
5 See schedule, p. 72. 
6 See supra, P• 5. 
I 
I 
I 
7 
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members outside of club meetings. Only one of the 'YHCA groups had a regula:t1' 
building in which to meet, although ~;a~asi~~ were usually available to the 
:· 
clubs. This fact limited non-athletic activities in this agency, although ~\ 
its purpose was to have well-rounded programs in its clubs. 
It was felt that these differences were not so great as to invali-
date t.~e use of t.Yiese non-Jewish groups as a foil against "Which to study 
the Jewish clubs. 
Since the findings of this study were based on ~ analysis of re-
cords, it is important to consider their limitations . None of the records 
were written f or the purpose of th.i.s study, am many th:tncs were passed 
over lightly or may have been left out altogether. I 
II 
Hecht House had a pretty complete set of records stretc~tng back fo~ 
II 
several years . It also had had a number of students and other leaders Who 
had kept full process records. 
The YMHA had no fj.e]d work students in 1952-53, the year for which 
the best records were available. It also had adopted a simplified form, 
'' intended to make record keeping easier for volunteers. This usually meant 
that 
were 
records were kept and frequently contained important information, but 1: 
less full than tgose of Hecht House a11d less valuable for the purposes 
II 
of thi s study. 
All the reco1us studied from the non-Jewish agencies were kept by 
group v.<ork students and were very f ull. 
The interests of the l.eader and the skill vr:i.th which he introduced 
activities to a group inevitably had some effect on which activities were 
used . Py selecting groups vdth as great a variety of l eaders as possible, 
it vms hoped to cancel out these effects t o some extent. 
8 
I 
j; 9 
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1 staff; leaders, and even group members to supplement the records as a basis 
;1 f or this study. However, the large turn-over in staff and leaders in most .· 
I 
1 of the agencies, and the fac t that t his study was made at a time of year 
•I 
• when groups had just been organized, so that both l eaders and members were 
new, made this method impracticable. Therefore; interviews were used only 
to clarify doubtful points in records and to ascertain agency practices and I' 
policies. 
In the lfhole of this thesis, it is important to bear in mind that 
culture is only one of many factors affecting a group or the individuals 
~nich compose it. The use that is made of program depends also on the a ge 
I 
II ' 
I 
I 
and sex of t he members; the purpose f or \llhich the group was formed (although : 
I 
this may have been in part culturally determined); the personality needs of 1 
t he individuals and their stage of development. 
Groups are also conditioned by histor:tcal events about thE>..m. Find-
1' ings which may be true now, may ~o t have been equally true some years ago, 
1 
and may not be valid some years hence. vrar or peace, the local cliD'.a.te of 
I opinion on many matters, the rise or fall of anti-Semitism in any part of 
I 
I the world, prosperity or depression, all have their effects on croups, and 
I 
!' the appllcatio.n of the conclusions in t his study must be made in the light 
I 
of these variations . 
CUlture itself is a complex and changing thing.. It is difficult to 
II 
I 
I, describe without distorti on. One tends easily to pick out the things 
·' II· 
, are obvious differences and to ignore similarities to other . cul ture·S; 
lo 
'VIhich I 
or one 1 
!I 
i gnores the subtle dif:ference.s which are the origin of many misunderstand- I 
I 
ings. Since culture pervades the ·whole of life, in discussing it one must 
-= ~~ = ==- =--=- =:=c-==~= 
, be selective, and mey omit t he very aspects \'lhich give .meaning to the 
whole. 
There is also the danger of stereotyping, of thin.ldng that all Jews ' 
or all Italians behave in this way because a few do . There is the other 
danger of believing that a certai n Jew will behave in this way becaus e so 
many others do. There is a great danger in trying to assign reasons or 
causes to what we see. How can we say that this trait is Irish and not 
produced by any other influence? Or that t his action has without any ques_i 
tion tllis exact meaning f or a person of this cultural group? Each indi vid-! 
I 
ual a.'J.d each group react to thei r culture in their own way. Therefore, t he ! 
most important limitat i on on a study such as this is t hat it can be conclu- 1 
sive only f or the groups studied. Without much more extensive inve$tiga- I 
tion the findings cannot saf'ell be extended to all Jewish groups.. The most ! 
that can be said is that these shoul d be areas of particular sensitivity 1 
for workers with Jevdsh groups of the same age and general socio-economic 
11 background of third generation Eastern F.urowan stock,. 
10 
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CHAPTER II 
JEWISH CULTURE 
I 
:I 
I 
Since the culture of the groups that were the subject of this studyr 
was predominantly Jewlsh, and since one of the purposes of the Jewish agen-
cies was to advance an understanding and ap!lreciation of the principles and! 
ideals of Judaism, it seems appropriate to devote one chapter to Jewish 
culture. 
~b attempt is being made to cover Jewish culture completely. The 
purpose of this chapter is to point out certain cultural concepts which 
seem to be related to programming . It must be re-emphasized that no causal11 
relation can be established, in a st uQy of this nature, between such con- I 
cepts and the interests and behavior of groups, and that no attempt what-
ever is being made to generalize from t hese groups to all Jewish groups, 
However, it seems important to have some impression of certain of the in-
fluences and concepts to which the members of these groups may have been 
exposed. 
Vfuile JeY.'ish culture is not synonymous with Je\V"lsh religion, it is 1 
I 
largely based upon it, and seems to have been mos t clearly defined in those · 
areas in which the Je,"' ish religion bound its adherents most closely to-
gather . 
The ruling element of this Jewish cul tnre had been a religion based 
on the moral law that had been decreed by divine revelation ••• . • 
The way of life which it created •·.ras uniform not only for theology 
and secular wisdom, but even for the minutest problems and tasks of 
I 
11 
II 
'I I 
~---=--- - - - =----==-- -
the day and of tho hour . It affected not only the outs tanding 
hi gh and low poin·t.s of life, such as festivity and mourning, but 
also the ordinary daily life, such as sickn,ess, business, the 
ornamentation of the objects used in the ritual, books, writing, 
clothing, and dwellings ••• [After the Enlighwnmeng Jewish 
culture, which had hitherto been unified, began to break up into 
different groups according to the countries and civilizations of 
which the Jews at the time became an inteeral part. The religious 
bond was loosened and the P~form Movement went about removing f rom 
the Jewish reli gion those specific elements which separated it 
from the m1rrounding world, The Jews. • • • took a lively share in 
the culture of t heir countries ••• There still remained in vary-
ing degrees some individual customs and a consciousness of solidar-
ity, but this was no longer sufficient for the existence of Jewish 
culture. Only in Eastern Europe, ·where ghetto conditions continued, 
did the changing economics produce a new Jev.rish culture for that 
part of the worl d ••• Judaism is an inner disposition in Which 
many, though not all, Jews share, a disposi tion wldch has been 
formed in a l ong histor,y of cul t ural l ife and by the closest con-
nection vdth a moral and religious law that has determined its ac-
tions and its demeanor .1 · , 
The Jew.ish religion is based on tvro intertwining strands, the Law 
and the Prophets. The Law is a series of r egulati ons planned to govern 
the individual's conduct at every particular moment. 2 It was throughout 
cent uries the keys tone of JeVIish religious belief and the study of it be-
came a sacred duty. 
The other strand is the Prophets, tho earliest exponents of social 
justice, vJhose deepening insight into the standards set by God for the be-
ha~~or of man towards man i s the basis of much of our movement to1Toarda so-
cial betterment today. This is one of t he sources of the modern Jew's in-
' 
terest in social reform. The old belief of the coming of the Messiah has b~ 
ma.ey Jews been transformed into a belief in the coming of an era of social 
l Hans Kohn, "Jewish Culture," Universal Jewish Encyclopedia, ed . 
by Isaac Landman, Vol . VI, pp. 127-128 . 
2 See i nter alia Vlilton Steinberg, Basi c Judaism, P• 35, ani I,ouis 
Finkelstein, .!E!;, Beliefs and Practi ces £f Jud:aism, p. G. 
12 
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justice and peace, for Which all men must now labor.J 
This is also a basis ·for the strong emphasis on philanthropy , so 
often noted among Jews. 4 Tradition held that each Jew should give from a 
tenth to a fifth of his income to cha.ri ty, and Maimonides' "Eieht Degrees 
of Chari tyu have been frequently quoted • .5 
The organization of societies for charitable purpo3es is noted by 
Drs . 1.Varner and Srole as an early development in the Jewish community in 
Yankee City.- 6 
The Jews historicallY were driven from t heir homeland and scatter ed! 
through many countries. Their religion was one of t he forces mich held 
them together, and another was the external pressure, often amounting to 
persecution, exerted by the Christi an community. In Western Europe, where 
the pressure vms relativel y less, the Jews adopted more and mor e of the 
customs of t he people about them and assimilated culturally arrl often 
religiously with t hese countries . In Eastern Europe both the Jewish r eli-
gion and the Jewish culture were more persistent and more distinct from 
' those of the host countries, 7 but even here the Jews picked up certain 
things from their neighb~rs . This is rnos t easily seen in the matter of 
food, where often "Jel'fish 11 dishes turn out to be Hungarian, Russia!)., or 
Polish, depending on tl1e provenance of the cook, •vi th perhaps some varia-. 
tiona due to Kosher regulations. 
3 Louis Finkelstein, -The Beliefs and Prac tices of Judaism, p. 170, 
- - - ' 
4 rAilto~ Steinberg, OE.cit. , P• 81 • 
.5 Philip S~ Bernstein~ ~-~~ Believe , pp. 30-31~ 
6 W. Lloyd Warner arx:l Leo Srole, op. cit., pp . 161 and 199. 
7 Fans Kohn, oR.cit., pp. 127-128. 
===-===--
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Thus, '',Jewish culture" has similarities and differences, depending 
on what part of the world the ancestors of these partieulax- Jev.-s inhabited. 
One of the characteristics always mentioned in connection with Jew-
ish culture is the emphasis on the value of education. Typical are these 
comments: 
It would be difficult to overestimate the importance of fom.al educa-
tion in this culture . Studying itself appears to be a morally good 
act and to mean obedience of the first order.8 
There is probabl?" n? n~tion in t~ 110rld9araong 1'Jl1om the zeal for study is ereater than 1.t 1.s 1.n the Jevnsh r ace . 
It is quite impossible t o understand Judaism without an appreciation 
of the place which it assigns to the study of the Talmudic Law. l O 
This universal duty to ~tudy as a religious act brofiened the base 
of Jewish culture and, 1.n consequence, elevated it. 
Folk songs and parables also point up t his trait . Baby giris are 
lulled to sleep with the promise of a learned husband. Baby boys have sung 
to them their mother• s dreams that they will become sagea-.l2 This is re-
inforced by the need to be best in school in order to get into universities 
within the quota., and of having a professional education in order to rise 
in the vror ld •13 
8 Midcentury 1,'tl'hi te House Conference on Children ani Youth,. ! Heal thy 
Personality for Every Child, p . 70. 
9 W. H. F'eldman, 'rh~ Jewish Child, P• 275 • 
. .........,__ . _...._ 
10 Louis l<'inkel.stein, ~ Beliefs ~ Practices of Judaism, p •. 1.0. 
11 fathan Ausubel, ! Treas;.u7 £f Jewish Folklore~ p . xix. (Italics 
ori gina.l.. ) 
12 Ibid . , pp. 68.) ... 684 and 692. 
-
1.3 Hidcentury White House Conference on Children and Youth, ! Healthy 
Personality-.!:.2!: Every Child, pp. 70-72. 
This interest in intellectual ability is not l imited to school, but 
extends through the home and recreation. Riddles are or were a very popul..ar 
fonn of amusement and are often attached to specific festi vals.l4 Discus-
s i on ~~s for centuries the pr~; pleasure of the Jevdsh men - often tak-
ing the form of matching vr.i. ts , encouraging quick mental processes and cri ti-
cal analysis. This sometimes leads to sterile arguments .... "The Je <lsh 
child 'Who is so good at deba.ting may be indulging in an arduous feat of 
virtuosity rather than in creative, cooperative thinking"l5 - but it aJ.so 
has the effect of making the JErWs ver-f' much at home in the lrorld of ideas 
16 and 10rds . 
ttAccording to Je·wish teaching , marriage is both a duty and the 
highest privilGge. I t is regarded as the ideal state n17 "The posses-
sion of a child, especiaJ.ly of a male child, rn.s , and still is, considered 
by the Jews as the greatest blessing God could bestow upon man. u18 ''To the 
age-old question: which shall a man gratify, his flesh or his spirit, 
Judaism answers simply, 1both 1 • :t19 These quotations epitomize the Jewish 
acceptance of the body and its needs as eood in their place. 
The home is the place where Jevrish life centers. It is almost as 
l4 Nathan Ausube1,. op . cit . , PP• 646-647. 
15 Helen Leland Witmer and Ruth Kotinsky, editors, Mi.dcentury White 
House Conference on Childr en and You·ch, Personality in the r.~aking, p, 170. 
16 Nathan Ausubel, op . cit .. , P• xix. 
17 Deborah M. Melamed, 'fhe Three Pil lars, p . 35 . 
- .;;;._ _ ----· 
18 W. )J!. Feldman, op.cit. , p . 1. 
19 Uilton Steinberg, op~cit., P• 71. 
- -:c= - --~~==-'==---c=-==-==.o= 
15 
important as the synagogue itself, 20 and for this reason inter-marriage- is 
usually frowned upon. !1any religious occasi ons are celebrated in the hom~ 
the lighting of the Sabbath candles, Succos, Chanukah, the Passover, are 
home rather than synagogue festivals. The synagogues and Je\'!li..sh centers a r e 
trying to revive some of the old customs; which have fallen into disuse in 
many second generation Jewish homes. 
Dietary la:v;s are being revised and are observed with differing 
degrees of strictness. 
Eastern European Jews expect their children to obey vi thout question. 
Talking back by children of this culture is considered to be the worst thi ng 
they ever do . Yet they are trained to question all intellectual authority 
-rrl th minute critical analysis. A parent \Vlll not praise a child to his 
face, but v;ill tell everyone else ho7: good he is,. Deprivation is the most 
commonly used punishment, es.pecially the "deprivation of mother," but this 
is chastisement, not re,jection. ttThe Jewish people are kno-vm for the love 
. 21 
and devotion they lavish upon their children." But whereas in Amel'ica a 
child is protected from responsibility, an Eastern European Jewish mother 
gives her daughter no responsibility whatever end usually prefers to have 
her out of the kitchen when she is working there. 22 The famil y is highly 
i ntegrated -v:i th a rigorous dis-cipline, cmd a sentimental interdependence, 23 
20 Louis Finkelstein, 11Jewish Religion, Its Beliefs and Pr actices," 
The Jews; Their Historz, Culture and Religion, Louis Finkelst ein, editor, 
p.l~ . . . 
21 Deborah 11 ~ Helamed, op.cit., p. 29. 
22 For the source of the statements in this paragraph see .. ti.dcentury 
White House Conference on Children and Youth, !::.. Healthy Pcrsonalitz ~ 
b"very Child, pp. 65-72. . 
23 Edwa~ Byron Reuter and Jessie Rid~n~ Runner, The Family, p. Sl. 
- .. 
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Music and dancing have been a part of Je,vish culture at least since 
David danced before the ark and sang to Saul. Je,vish songs and dances are . 
still taught in Hebre schools as part of the JeWish heritage . Art, in the 
sense of painting, sculpture, and handicrafts of various kinds, seems to be 
less emphasized than in certain other· cultures, such as the Italian. 
Intert r.ined in the Jewish culture proper runs the dark thread of 
discrimination and persecution. It seem..<J inseparable from anything :Jewish. 
Religious teaching i s . full of it, from the escape out of Egypt to the . 
nsuffering Servant" of the Great Prophet of the 'Exil e . Festivals are based 
on it. Chanukah brings to mind the s tory of Hannah and her seven sons. 
Puri.'!l is based on the foiling of Haman 's plot to destroy all the Jews, and 
is often linked to modern "Hamans" down to Hitler and Stalin. The period 
between Passover and Shavuos .commemor ates the Ra4rianic persecutions , a 
plague, and the horrors of the Crusades . 24 Tisha B' ab commemorates the 
destruct ion of both t he First and the Second Temple. 
''Every generation that does, not see t he Temple rebuilt is as though 
it had witnessed its destruction," say the Habbis. This sentiment 
is indi,cative of how closely the Jew identifies himself i'l"i th his 
past.25 
This unfavorable ethnic status' is often reported by clinicians to 
be a major or a minor factor in the nialadjuatment of a Jewish pe rson. 26 It 
is present explicitly or implicitly in almost all ·writings by Jews about 
Jews. 
24 Deborah M·. Hela.med, op.cit., P• 109. 
25 Ibid., p. 139 (Italics added) . 
- · 
26 s . Sargeant, Social Psycholo~, p • . l2S. (As quoted by Benjamin 
Wolman, ,The Jewish Adolescent, u Jewish Social Studies.) 
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Above and beyond individual conflict, the whole milieu of t hese 
children of erstwhile fugitives from ghettos and pogroms is per-
vaded by the problem of the Jew1 s special fate in the face of 
anger and violence. .It had all started so significantly with a 
God who was mighty, wrathful, and vindictive, but also sadly 
agitated, attitudes which he had bequeathed to the successive '., 
patriarcho all the .way from Moses · dotm to this boy•s grC¥-rlparents. 
And it all had ended wit.h the chosen but dispersed Jewish people's 
unarned helplessness a gainst the s~rrounding '~rld of always 
potentially violent Gentiles . 27 
Insecurity and Jevdshness of t en seem to go hand in hand , but whether 
a person is insecure because he is Jewlsh, or emphasizes his Jevr.i.shness be-
cause he is insecure, is beyond the scope of this study to determine, 
It probably does not add to the security of such people t.hat there ' 
is no clear answer to the questi on, v.'hat is a Jew'? Does he belong to a 
race, a nation, or a religion? After twenty pages discussing this question 
iJr. Herskovits comes to the conclusion that there is no least common denomi_; 
nator other than t he designation nJew'' that can be f ound to denote the 
!!historical fait accompli" which we mean when we say "Jewn. 28 
A trait so much explained in such various ways that it is evidently 
considered to be a part of the Jewlsh cultural values by many people, · wheth-
er rightly or wrongly, is the importance placed on the value of money . It 
is laid to the fact that Jews were allowed to be only money-lenders in macy 
societies, that they used it to buy thei r wey out of prison and service in 
. ' ~ 
the Tsari s army, that they ha~e used · it as a weapon to do avray rvi th 9cis• 
criminati on, and in many other ways. • This exemplifies the complexity o£ 
describing a culture, particularly any cultural trait, for in reading the 
27 Erik H. Erikson, Chilqhood and Society, P• 27. 
28 Mel ville J • Herskovi ts, "Who are the Je\VS?11 , The. f6as; Their His-, 
tory, CUlt ure, ~ Religion, Louis Finkelstein, editor, p. 1 . • 
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story .of other immigrants, one is struck vli th the emphasis on money - in the 
first generation as a basis for capital invesunent, in the second as a means 
of bLLying t.hose goods' and servlces v/nich mark one's rise in the social 
scale.29 
Vfuen one talks with pld-~tock Americans , t:his is one of the salient 
points brought up in discussing ne,womrs . When one talks ~lth the economi-
cally vrell-eotablished, foolish and conspicuous spending is almost always 
laid at the door of the poorer members of society. 'When one speaks to a. 
European, it is the money standard by hich the An~rican judges life , that 
is immediately brought to the fore. I s it~ then, a Je·wish, an immigrant, 
or an J,merican trait? Or a trait of people rising in the world? · Or is it 
a part of tho culture of all these groups, reinforcing each other in part.i~ 
lar J<::n·dsh groups? It is impossible to say; one can only look to see i f it 
is t.hero in a particular situation and adjust one 1s course accordingly. 
A further v;ord of caution in closing t ;·:is chapter. EverJ individu-
al reacts to his culture in his individual 'lay . Even if one could say vJi th 
complete and absolute certainty, "Such and such are the characteristics of 
Jewish culture," yet it would be impossible to say with any certainty that, 
"So-a."ld-so is a Jew and therefore he nll have all these traits." So-and-so 
is an individual . He may be reacting violently against these traits and 
have them largely in reverse. He vd.ll certainly have chosen sub-consciously 
among t.hem those best adapted to his personality, emphasizing some, under-
playing others. Only with the greatest cauti on can one reason from t he gen-
eral to the particular. The most one can do is to sensitize oneself to the 
29 See VI . Lloyd Viarner and Leo Srole, on.cit., pp. 77-90. 
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probable t r aits as a basis for the s t udy of each individual. 
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CHAP ER III 
COMMUNITIES, AGf!liTCIES AND GROUPS 
The use of census tracts in comparing communities can be somewhat 
misleading, for they do not coincide exact~ vdth the areas served by 
specific agencies. However, they give the best basis available for analyz-
ing the economic conditions of a:n area, and the 1950 United States census 
is t he basis f or aL'Tiost all t..11e statements about communi ties in the follow-
ing chapter . 
Dorchester, vhich is the center of the distriet covered by this 
study, is divided into two parts: a Jewish neighborhood running mainly 
along Blue Hill Avenue, and a section which is predominantly Irish, Roman 
Catholic , lyii?-g east of the railroad track . The Jewish part is a community 
which is on the move, at least psychologically. People move in f rom Rox-
bury and out to Uattapan, Brookline, and Newton as they go up the social 
scale. Those who have not moved are often looking for\~ to the da.y When 
they vdll be able to do so. 
In t his whole area the foreign-born are predominantiy from Russia, 
Lithuania and Pola••1d, the Russians numbering almost five to seven times the 
total. of the other two . All toeether they compose about one- fourth of the 
total population. 
In general, the economic level is lov."er middle class. Hanagers , 
clerical employees, salespeople, and operatives are the predominant occupa-
tions. The median inc orne .per family and per individual ru.ns from ~~3, 143 tD 
==---==-= --====-=~= ==---== ~ 
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~;.,3, 292 in tbrchester and Hattapan and .from ~~2, 691 to $3,391 in that part , of 
Roxbury served by tho YMHA. 
The most nearly comparable ne ighbor hood in etlmic homogeneity and 
economic level is East Boston, which is predominantly I talian with some 
Irish (mainly Nova .scotian fishermen)- Here the people tend to remain in 
t he conmunity even when they rise economically. There is apparently a. 
stronger feeling for t heir cormnunity, due both to this greater permanence 
and to a sense of isolati on from the rest of Boston. 
This district is poorer economically J1 the median income ranges 
from $2,307 to $2, 871. This statement is substantiated by the median month-
ly rent which runs from ~?19.42 to ~26 • .542 as compared to the $35.61 to 
~.46 .50 of Dorchester. Buildings are more dilapidated and more crowded, It 
i s a younger district with fewer people over sixty-five and more under nine-
teen. 
Four non-Jewish groups were f rom 110uter Roxbury11 , a co1nmuni ty of 
mixed nationalities , including many Negroes. Here the median income is 
~2,600 and the median rent $32.18. There are r athe r more dependents, both 
old and young, than in Dorchester and fevter than in East Boston. One group 
was in East Dorchester, which is on about the same economic level as ~~e 
Jewish section and is largely Irish, Roman Catholic. One group was made up 
of low income boys from Allston and Brighton. 
The Jewl sh groups studied were chosen f r om two agencies. Hecht 
House was a Jewish Communit y Center with one of its aims to advance an 
1 See Table I, P• 70, f or comparison of the economic levels of the 
different neighborhoods. 
2 Omitting the .:~37 .59 caused by a housing project . 
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understanding a.'ld appreciation of the principles and ideals of Judaism a11d 
to f oster and implement t hose ideals and principles. Its membership was 
open to all faiths , but in practice it is estimated that at the time of the 
study it served about ninety per cent Jews. The YUHA had a policy of ad-
mitting only Jews to its membership. 
oth agencies emphasized Jevdsh culture, but not reli gious train-
ing . The TI.ffi.A put greater stress on .association and fellowship than on 
cultural indoctrination~ 
Both agencies had physical education :prot:,rrams outside of club meet-. 
ing time. Both emphasized clubs rather than interest groups as better 
media for eroup vrork. For this age eroup the clubs vre:re not co-educationa~ 
although there were many opportunities for co-educationaJ. social activ:i,ties 
and occasionally there were interest groups of mixed sems, 
The two agencies in East Boston served a mi xed Italian and Irish 
clientele, in which the Italians predominated . They based their program 
on the interests and talents of the Italians and had as one of' their aims · 
the f ostering of pride in their. members' Italian heritage . They used 
Italian motifs i n much of t heir program and encouraged creative art of 
different lci.nds ; such as singing, dancing, wood-carving and painting , 
One of t hese agencies was endeavoring to introduce clubs after a 
long history of nothing but interest groups. _ The other fostered co-.educa-
tional activities.. Both had a physi cal education program. 
All tl1e other records were from the YMCA, mall1ly f rom its decen-
trallzed program. · In this , clubs Yrer e organized among boys on street cor-
ners, usually built around an athletic team, with the intention of expand-
ing the rogram after the club was eoine . A gynu1asium was available to 
"-'= = --=-- - -----=== 
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The non-Jewish groups tended to l1ave a wider age span ~~thin each 
group. They also tended to be younger. More than half the Jewish clubs 
h.:.!.d members fourteen years old or more , Five ou t of the thi rteen non-Jew-
ish groups v1ore that old, a1 though two more had members of that a ge. 
Three of the Jewish clubs and . one-non-Jevdsh had records covering 
more than one year . Eleven of the Je·dsh gr oups were in their ·first year 
as clubs.. Five were in their second ;y-ear under the same worker, One had 
had a year associated with Habonym but was in its' first year as an unaffili-
ated club. Tvro had met in members' homes for one· or t110 years before the 
record studied . One had a history of five years as a Young Judean group, 
of which three were covered more or less completely by records. 
Of the seven East Boston groups, all we:t~e in t heir first· year, al-
t.'l-tough one club had met as a sewing eroup the year before . 
The six YMCA clubs had a much longer history. Only one ;ms in its 
first year, one •oms in its second, three ;vcre in their fourth, · arrl one 
group had records for its third and fourth years . 
t 
The Jewish groups were led by ,a total of twenty workers. Three of 
the records extended over mor e t han one year, and two groups had more than 
one worker during the year. Seven ror ke:rs led two clubs each. All but 
t hree wer e Jews . 
The non-Jewish groups had ele:ven workers . Three led two groups 
each. One club had records f or -two years with a different vrorker each 
year. Only one worker had a cultural background simi.lar to that. of the 
members of t he group . 
Of the workers in the Jewish agencies, one was a group work stu-
dent; five were case work~rs , and the rest had had no social \~rk training . 
='-"--'-==--"-=="-="-'-'-=-=======--'--=- ---- ·-
Ni,ne had had experience leading groups before. In the non-Jewish agencies 
all the workers were group work students. 
26 
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CHAPTER IV 
ORGANIZATION 
Most groups have some form of orga."'lization. It may be that of a 
QUaker meetin in v.hich all are officially equal, or t hat of a dictatorship 
\v.ith a leader and followers, or one with elected officers and committees. 
It may be very informal or elaborately formal .. 
'I'he amount of organization of groups such as were studied for thi s 
thesiB depends on many things . One is the propensities of the members . 
This is very importa..l'lt in deteryti.ning t he use of the organization. Another 
is the climate of the agency, v.hich incl udes its policy• 11he practi ces en-
coura.ged by the staff and also the eJ~ample set by otf).er groups. If it be-
comes nthe thing'' to have officers arrl business meetings, the eroup will 
probably ini tia.te them of its own accord, in wha:tever way they may use them 
afterwards . Another factor is the worker . Some feel the importance of 
organizational forrr.s more than ot.hers. Some even take refuge from their 
ovm sense of inadequacy in parliamentary procedure. Some . feel· t hat it is 
the only way to ensure democratic participation and self-direc tion on the 
part of the group. 
In the light of these various considerations one must consider care-
fully the evidence to determine whether it is the eroup or the worker ·who 
is responsible f or the organizational scheme and its use in a group. 
Accol~ing to our definition of culture ~nich includes 1nost external 
forces acting on a group, it is not necessar.y to distin~Jish betwee n the 
- __;,..._ - -- - ~ - --=~- _=.=.=...._ __ -=----- -- - -- -- - -- ------- =-=----
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pressures of the agency, the influence of other groups and the eff ect of 
community beliefs, but ·where possible t.~e direction of such pressures will 
be pointed out. 
The best criteria of the place of orga.11ization in a group's life 
are t he time a."ld manner of elections, the type and use of officers, the 
prominence and formality of business meetings, the · use of club rules to 
decide questions of import; the amount of tine spent on constitutions and 
the subsequent use of them. The manner of deciding on and car:r'-,ring through 
projects and the terms i n wh·; ch major problems, such as the rights of a 
m~mber as opposed to those of the club, are worked out, ~~e i mportance of 
such questions as member qualifications , and quotas are also of signifi-
cance. 
The tl'ro agencies in the predominantly Italian Roman Catholic dis-
trict had a history of interest groups . One emphasized clubs and was try-
ing to increase t heir use , but met difficulties. both because of a lack of 
tradition along ~~ese lines ru1d because of a considerable tum-over in 
leadership, . possibly also because of a cultural lack of interest in clubs 
per se . The other aeency endeavored to use interest groups more flexibly, 
bringing in other interests at"'ld allo>rlne a group to change its cllrection 
after a project >'i'as completed. Interest groups are not ordinarily organ-
ized in tl~ s~uo way as a club, although they may have officers under dif-
ferent names and ean often plan special projects through committees. 
The 'Yi ·!CA clubs were centered about athletics . They alT1ays had a 
captain of the team, even if they had no other officers . An i mportant fac-
tor in the slight devel opment of their organization was the lack of meeting 
.facilities . 
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The Jewish agencies strongly emphasized clubs in preference to in-
terest groups. The most obvious feature about a club is that it has offi-
cers, and so even new clubs in these agencies heard about this from others 
and presumably-expected this form of organization. 
NON-JEWISH GROUPS; 
The seven groups in East Boston were very little interested in or-
gani~tional forms, although they could learn to use them. One group had 
no organization of any kind. Four deve loped some fonn of business meeting 
and officers under pressure . from the worker, but only one of them used this 
organization to any real purpose . In the others, · chief officers were often 
absent and, in one case, resigned without being · replaced. Votes were usu-
ally taken only at the instigation of the •··'Orker. 
One club used its organizati on, officers and co!ITID.i.ttees to plan and 
car:r"J' out a rich and varied program. Frequent and serious business meetings 
were held, but they were not held every vroek, and almost never took the en-
tire meeting . They were never held for their o~n sake. 
Only one club of younger boys shovmd interest in business meetings 
for themsel·ves. These were held every time and, if convened away from the 
agency, decisions w<.:re ratified in the club room. It seemed as if they were 
considered by the boys as a ri tuaJ.. 
In all these clubs, greater emphasis ''laS placed on activities than 
on organizational machiner.r. 
Of the six l1.iCA group..,, tln"ee had a. very loose organization and al-
most no busines-s meetings . A fourth, \"iilich met f or .two years, had formal 
meetings during the first year, but the members used their organization 
pri marily t? enforce bett er standards of behavior. Their nmost i mportant" 
officer was the judge '.·Jho imposed fines and punislli"'lents. The next year, 
interest waned and although the club had officers , t hree months passed 
without a business meeting . 
One club had a lot of organization at the instigation of the worker. 
Somewhat t.ypical was his statement to the group that, ttthe quicker we get 
the business over vri th, the quicker we can get out to play ball.n Since 
the worker seems to have made almost all the sugges tions along organiza-
tional lines, it is hard to determine whether or not t here was any real 
interest on t he part of the boys . Only one club learned to use .officers 
and co:mmi ttees by the end of the year. Heeti ngs were never for t heir ovm 
sake, but because something needed to be planned. 
JJ1'!;#'ISH GROUPS o 
In the JLIIHA., as previously explained, 1 records were adapted to 
volunteer ·workers so that actual activities were emphasized rather than 
who initiated them and what they meant to the group. Therefore, the evi-
dence was less clear than it otherwise might have been. 
Eleven groups were led by a to·tal of eight workers.: Of these, one 
woman was non-Jewish and •Nas not described as emphasizing parliamentary 
procedure and organizati on. All other l eaders 'VBre Jewish. The other wo-
man focussed primarily on program as opposed to orga..."1izatio~ . She vias ex-
perienced and v-:ell-quaJ.ified. Of t he s ix men, all but one emphasized par-
liamentary procedure to a grea t er or loos extent . All but the S&"'le one 
were inexperienced in group work. 
There is no way of telling from t hese records how formal the busi-. 
1 See supra, p. 8. 
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ness nrocedure was in every meeting, although from certain comments of the 
. . . 
workers, one suspects that the boys, at any rate, were fairly disorderly 
and inattentive. However, it is interesting to note that the greatest num-
ber of meetings devoted to activities, other ti1an discussing organization 
or plans,. vms seven out of sixteen in a grwp led by a worker who was sup-
posed to focus on program. Of these, t wo were partially business, and nine 
others of the sixteen were entirely devoted to business . It is true that 
several other clubs had their activities - mainly athletic or social - out-
side of club meetings, and used the meetings to plan them, but it is indic ... 
ativc that at least three clubs had business every time they met, and in 
most of the clubs business meetings exceeded arry activity meeting by a. 
ratio cf approldmately six to one .• 
Furthermore, organization in some form (e .• g .. , meml?crship quotas, 
qualifications and methods of voting in, duties of officers, constitutions, 
dues) \Tere discussed at length in every group. The fewest such -discussions 
were held in the youngest club, the saJne one with the most activittes, but 
even here there were three elect~ons and two discussions on organization 
out of sixteen meetings . The highest ratio was in a very difficult eroup 
of thi rteen to fourteen-year-old boys in which, out of eleven meetings, ten 
were devoted, at least in part, to organization and four elections 'were 
held. In the other clubs, a third to a half of the meetings included such 
discussions. 
Attendance seemed to be quite. i~dependent of program activities. 
It apparently did not rise for special activity meetings nor did those 
clubs ·K-ith many activities seem to have a better attendance than those 
without. 
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This leads one to wonder \vnethe r t he mere fact of belonging to a 
club and going t hrough the motions of a meeting is of importance to these 
youngsters. I t , does not prove it, f or t here are other factors in this 
situation. Some of them are: parental approval of the "!" as the one 
place outside the home where youngsters may spend an evening, companionship 
in the lounge outside the. club itself, participation in the club team. 
Some of the things discussed ma,y give a clue to the interests of 
the groups.. Almost every club was greatly interested in members and much 
time was devoted to discussing membership qualifications, quotas, ho'7 many 
votes were needed to b1•ing a member in on probation, how many to bring him 
in permanently, under ·what circumstances might a member ba voted out. One 
club of fourteen-year-old boys argued about whether the planning of social 
affairs should be done by the group or delegated to co:rmnittees, The de-ci-
sion was that the committees l'IOuld carry out proposals initiated and de-
cided on at full meetings. The same club voted that new members should be 
given half the regular club subsidy for their uniforms . 'rhis is interest-
ing in the light of many similar discussions at Hecht House, 2 SevEral 
clubs voted on giving a leave of absence to a member. Eight of the eleven 
clubs discussed and most adopted a constitution. Sonetimee this vms at the 
worker's suggestion, sometimes at t he members ' • Often t his was of annarent 
' . .o.; ,I; 
importance to the club, as ~ms shown when one group r efused to l et a co~ 
mi ttee draft it but 'rlshed to discuss its provisions in full meeting, in 
spite of the worker's sugges tion to the contr3.r"J .. In one club interest :was 
waning, and on discussing it th~ boys came up with four suggestions: worker 
2 For the importance of club treasuries see PP• 50-.51. 
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to outline a tentative constitution, strengthen the treasury, strengthel',l 
t.'f-te program, improve attendance - in that order •.. Later in the same group 
the worker ·asked the purpose of meeting week,after week w.iti+out accomplish-
ing anything or even having fun.. There was no record of the answer, but 
later at the same meeting, the group asked to start on a constitution. 
Organization was very important to all but one of the Hecht House 
groups (a club of t\'11131 ve-year- old ,_: .:rls) • Five of' the nine clubs ha.d con-
stitutions v<Thich they took seriouoly and discussed at length. In one, the 
girls did not understand the words of the constitution they themselves had 
proposed and the worker had to point out that the club .... vas more democratic 
than its constitution. Another club had a constitution and standing com-
mittees, though many of the girls ere vague as to v.rhich committee they 
were on, seeming to show t.llat these were more for. show than for use . "/hen 
the worker suggested a committee should meet, the girls could not under-
stand vrhy. In a thi rd gr ,oup, a girl aatd the constitution was too short 
ru1d should be lengthened (evidently a short one wasn't important enough). 
At another time it 'Nas used as an excuse not to join anothe.r club ("against 
the constitution"). 
In almost every group the officers took their position very seri-
ously. In the tvro .youngest groups being an off ic.er was of such importance 
t hat in one case care was taken that ever~JOne be nominateci; and in the 
other electi ons were held every month to ensure an eq1..1al chance for all to 
be elected. It rras understood after the second election t hat holding an 
office disqualified one for subsequent election to any office. 
Even in the Jacquelines, who showed relatively little interest in 
organizati on , the president learned to use an agenda and to keep order 
:n 
lVi thout yelling. 
Organizational procedure took up much of the time in meetings . · A 
large part of it was spent in discussing how to vote member s in or out . 
One worker hel ped a club become more democratic through discussions 'of 
methods of voting members in, 
Two of the youngest groups, the Clowns and the Telavivs, had the 
most active program and best functioninc organizat:ton. In the case of the 
Telavivs, many ideas came from a program COmmittee, Vlhich r.l.S suggested by 
the girls, and used for a time but l ater dropped. They had business meet-
ings of some sort at every sess .Lon, including one on a trip to the hospital 
to make final pl~~s for the Carniv~l. 
The Bowlers-' program was primarily athletic and social <md so took 
place outside tl~ regular meet~1g time, although the fact that athletics 
were not the primary interest is shown ~by the abandonment of the baseball 
team, because too few members turned out. The boys discussed constitutions 
and regulations frequently . According to the "~JOrker 1 s final evaluation, 
t hey changed the constitution whenever they vdshed to do anything >'which was 
contrary to its provisions . The second year, much time vias spent discussing 
whether or not decisions were valid Yihen a quorum was not present . Iowever, 
the-J also used their organization to plan and carry out projects , 
The sweethearts used committees ond >Jhon two cliques developed, the 
president and ·:orker tried to see t hat. the other clique \uas represented on 
them. .A t the end of the first year, they were so successful that both fac-
tions y;ere -represented among t hs newly elected officers. It is inter esting 
to see the 1m:ry this problem was handled and the standards used to judge its 
success. 
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Occasionally, business meetings were merely an excuse to meet. 
One extreme case was that of t he Arctics who met regularly, and while t he 
officers went through the business of the meeting, the other girls would 
talk or yell. In sixteen out of t hirty-two meetings, the confusion and 
noise were spoken of as very bad, and several times the meeting disinte-
grated or was adjourned as hopeless. Yet attendance remained good. The 
girls said that activity was unimportant. They came to get recognition as 
members, and to l e t off disorga.."lized steam (according to the worker). 
(The s a."'lle comment was made about a YMHA group.) 
Other ~roups were troubled at the amount of taLl<ing and the little 
that was accomplished. The Telavivs spoke of this frequently, but when a 
president tried to introduce activities there was a great deal of objection 
because she had not allowed the group to discuss them first. il:hen the s ame 
group decided to divide its meetings into business and some activity, it 
also decided to have the business first in spite of the comment by one mem-
ber, amply borne out by their experience, that they would never finish the 
business in time for games . 
In ~up after group, the worker struggled to introduce i nteresting 
activities, but almost al~~ys the main activity was discussing ~hat the 
club might do . One president even told the worker that there was no time 
f or pr oe;ram in the meetings. 
In assessing what organizat ion meant to the Jewish groups, one must 
distingui sh between officers and constitutions used as a club symbol, a 
litt le like jackets and a name, and the same things used to govern the club. 
One must also realize that all these groups are extremely vocal and busi-
ness gives endless opportunities to talk. 
SUMMARY: 
One may conclude that to almost all these groups officers, consti-
tuti ons, and by-la~m served a dual purpose as s ymbol of the group and as an 
excuse to meet and talk . Activities were not necessary for continued at-
tendance a t meetings. The comments that there "was no time for pr ogram at 
the meetines, 11 t hat nactivitie s wer e unimportant, 11 and the overwhel.tnine 
amount of t i me spent in business meetings support t his conclusion. This 
does not necessaril y mean that better an:l more varied programs are not 
valuable or woul d not be appreciated . 
The frequent use not ed of or ganizational forms in vlhich problems 
were worked out may denote t h e i mportance of organization in the eyes of 
the members or it may mean tha~ because of the sterility of the program, 
there was no othe r way in -wh ich it could be done. 
In some clubs ther e was a t hird purpose served by organization, 
t hat of governing fairly . This was clearly true in the cases of six gr oups. 
But the constant complaint about the amount of talking seems t o i ndicate 
that the business meetings tended to bog down in discussions whi ch did not 
end i n clear-cut decisions . 
A worker coming f r om a cul t ure ~h ich is less organiz.ati onally 
minded might be misled i nto t hi nking that the i mmediate use of off icers and 
connnittees denot es a very advanced stage in democr ati c self-govermnent. 
T'ne evidence did not bear t his out. In some cases the organization "t'ta.s 
only for sh ow. 'rhe clubs had to learn to use t he i r organization for a pur-
pose and needed as much guidance in democracy , although in different ways, 
as a group mor e obviously unused to group planning . 
=-- =- -;_ ===""'-=== 
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CULTURAL COm'ENT 
Cultural content in program is any activity s pecifically related to 
t he ethnic culture of that group. Such activities include folk songs and 
dances, plays and stories based on folk tales, traditional holidays and 
customs. The use of cultural content in the program of a group is closely 
related to the members' feelings about being members of that culture . 
Therefore , in thi s chapter the tm things are taken ' Up toge the r . 
UON-JEVIISH GROUPS : 
In the East Bos t on gr oups there was nothing in the records to indi-
cate any cultural emphasis in the program. This may have been due to the 
ty-;:>e of groups, or it may have been that t he cultural slant was seen prima--
rily in progra .. •ns of the total agency . Both a gencies spoke o£ using Italian 
themes for many of their aeency projects; and of a set purpose to foster 
pride and interest in Italian things. Italian songs and dances vrere used 
along with those of other nations. Italian costumes were worn on occasion. 
Food, of course , ·was of ten Italian. 
In only one record was there evidence of concern about being 
Italian. This was in the club of girls, thirteen to fifteen years old . In 
a conversat ion ou tside the w~eting, the girls said they felt that being 
Italian was a handicap and they ·would prefer to be French or Irish. This 
'vas not picked up ei t,her then or later by the worker . 
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It is possible t hat an incident reported in one of the ~Toups, of 
some girls calling other girls outside the agency 11nigger11 , although they . 
apparently were not, may reflect a concern about dark pigmentation, ,~~ieh 
has been noted in Italians in other sections. 
Staff members of both a gencies were of the opinion that these were 
isolated instances and that East Bo stonians, at least up to late adoles-
cence, had no concern about their culture. They might develop a concern 
when they started mixing \'lith other groups at that age. 
'Tile YHCA clubs were of such different cultural backgrounds that 
specific cultural content ·would have been diff icult to introduce. The only 
thing which might fall into this cate gory was the use of prayer to start 
th~ games ani meetings by the two Ne gro, Protestant groups, Both workers 
remarked on the prevalence of relieious symbols in the homes of t he members. 
There is nothing in the records to reveal any of t he feelings of 
t..~e Negro boys . about their race, a1 though one can be r easonabl y certain 
that they had them. One \<JOrker, a J ew, tried to show the boys that he , a 
white, accepted them as they were. He brought white friends in to help 
\vith the program, read the Robert Gould Shaw memorial inscription 1rlth them 
on a trip. 
In the older Negro group there is nothing about the boys' feelings, 
but quite a lot about the ~nrker •s, as he tested with growing conviction 
his acc~ptance of them, clima.."~ted by his dancing with one of their girls. 
The worker ' s opinion was that the boys found it difficult to express their 
feelings verbally, especially to a white man, even i f well-accepted. He 
also brought up t heir difficul ty i n talking in connection with conflicts, 
saying that he believed that they j ust stayed away from the e;roup instead 
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of ·talking it out . 
He said in hi s evaluation that, "Discussions have .been conducted at 
club meetings concerning the individual Negro's feelings of participating 
in a program desi gned to meet their /JiiJ ne~ds in a democratic setting, " 
but ther e is no evidence in the records. 
JEV'I SH GROUPS : 
The Jewish groups . at Hecht House .showed no trouble at all in ex-
pressing their feelings verbally, although it was sometimes by indirection. 
The youngest club had a program notably rich in Jewish content for 
the first half-year recorded, and was the only group in which no concern 
about Je•dshness was expressed, 
The older girls showed more concern over differences and stronger 
feelings both for am against allying themselves with Judaism. 
One club had a program vt.1ich included Jewish songs and dances. One 
girl ,v,as par ticularly interested in cultural content and belonged to o~~er 
Jewi.sh groups. Late in the year some non-Jews were admitted to the club 
and t his girl told the worker that she supposed they would not be able to 
dance the bora ~y more since the new members would not wish to. The work-
er po~nted out that she herself enjoyed dances from other countries and 
helped her see that one did not have to be Jewish to like the hora. 1 
Other girls of the same aee (twelve to t hi rteen) made informal com-
ments abou t be:i.ng Jewish. One was glad to belong to a Je•vish club. ffile 
had always been among Gentiles and felt more comfortable lvith Jews. Another 
1 In discussing the enjoyment of Je.wish dances, it is important t o 
note t hat many have a strong rhythm and are, therefore, particularly good 
fun to dance. 
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felt a lack of Christian friends . She had also lived a.l'!long t hem, but in a 
better neighborhood and her feelings may have been related. to her family ' s 
thou ght that they had come dovm in t he world . A third told of her f amily 's 
change f rom Orthodox to Conservative Judaism, as t hey moved out to Mattapan 
and of the · adjustments rmich had to take place among the three generations 
in the f amily . Her e randf a thcr wished her to go to Hebrew Teachers College 
and she was rebelling against it. Yet a ;fourth said that one could e njoy 
all sorts of dif ferent friends but t hat one should not marry a Christian. 
This club had a nu."ll.ber of Jewish a.ctivlties, including attending 
the Bas ~.~i .tvah of the president . 
'rhe next older groups wore increasingl y ambivalent about t heir 
Jewishness . 
One club had a number of social contacts with Jewish groups of boys 
and many belonged to the Daughters of Zion. But this same club objected to 
Jewish dances in the House because, "They would make too much noise. 1t This 
was obv:tously . an excuse . The House is never quiet, and the club was a par-
ticularly noisy one. Also, they danced Jewish dances a~d sang Jewish songs 
w-it h great enjoyment at a party in a private home. Evidently they feared 
to be i dentified in other people 1 s minds ..,.,'i th Jewi sh things. 
Another club eave a positive response to t he leader's suggesti on 
of an evening of Palestini an songs and dances , but f ound many excuses to 
put it off, a11d when it finally took place many of t he members f aded out of 
the room. 
Other gi r l s o.r. fourteen showed gr eat ambivalence toward Jewish 
dances and songs. Some liked them but were embarrassed at being seen or 
heard taking part in them. They rationalized their embarrassment by saying 
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t hat t here was no use learning the dances because they were of no use out-
side the club meetings. 
'fhe members of one club , which had been strongly oriented t o J ewish. 
culture the year before, were ver y a.mbi valent to ... •ard their Jewishness. In 
a spontaneous skit on happenings along ~nue Hill Avenue the girls took 
great delight in taking off pronounced Jewish accents. Their f orme r worker 
endeavored to r e- establish their connection v4i th a Jewish national organi-
zation. They were polite but s trongl y opposed to r eturning to it . 
There was a heated discussion on admitting non-Jews . into a club . 
One member said it was "against the constitution". Another, "They ; rould 
not understand what >'.'e mean when v1e speak Jewish.'' There was a general 
feeling that Gentiles would not understand their thinking and culture. 
(An i nteresting point, since t his cl ub did nothing specifically Jewish in. 
the two years recorded.) The worker asked if perhaps they were a. little 
uncomfortable themsel ves about being Jewish. This was discussed. ) orne 
members recalled some nice Gentil es . Others thought the club would be 
over-run with them and would lose a feeling of closeness among t he members . 
The wor ker said this might not be so and that Jews had a lot to share from 
their cult ure and perhaps they could learn something. The girls t hen de-
cided by a close vote to. exclude Gentiles. This incident was almost the 
only occasion when a worker attempted to discuss the members' f eel ings 
about beinB Jewish in a group , although there were other opport unities . 
One club of older girls had a Pro testant -worker and there was some 
feeli ng about it. This was worked through at one of the meetings and the 
v.'Orker was well accepted thereaf ter. The same club s howed evidence of the 
growth of a f eeli ng of distinction based on prejudice a gainst outsiders, 
particularly Uegroes. !:Jli.xed marriages were discussed and there seemed to b~; 
a tendency to look dovm on Gentiles, not coupled with a sense of pride in 
their ovm cul t-L1.re . 
Another club co~tinued stronely identified with Je ~sh things · 
throughout its l ong life , and had many specifically Jewish activities~ The 
records do not make clear how much was due to the desire of the girls, and 
how much to the pressure from the v.'D:r.kers . There was some evidence of ambi...1. 
I 
I 
valence about their Jewishness ~nen they discussed aillnitting a Roman Catho-
lie and said that if she wanted to join a Jet'Vish group, she might . 
t 
The boys 1 club spent some time discussing 11uprisings in Dorchester" .IJ 
The comments were: "Find them and fight them, tt 11Not the right way to do ·I 
II 
it, " ' 'Iars don' t solve anything. 11 But the record does not elaborate. 
The YMHA records were not of the type to give any evidence of such 
feelings . Two clubs discussed and turned down proposals t o affiliate vr.i. th 
National Je·Hish organizations , but there is · no evidence as to whether this 
was because of feelings . about being Jewish, or because of' the people who 
backed the idea, or presented it to the club. The impression of a staff 
member was that the latter r eason l s dominant. 
Only one Yl\lHA club had Israeli dances . The same club took a trip 
1: 
to a library to see the Jevrlsh Book 1Jont.h exhibit and had a Chanukah party .. I 
Another club took charge of the Chanukah ceremony for the a gency. These 
were the only Jewish activiti.es in clubs, except for the ~ urim Carnival., 
vthich six out of nine clubs entered. Jewish Jook :Wont.h was broucht up by 
II 
I! 
1 the leaders in seven groups, but only one expressed any interest. 
In the two ,Jewish agencies, fi.ve out of the seven youngest groups 
had Jewish content to their program other than the Purim Carnival . Of the 
II 
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older groups , only t he Young Judaeans had any such activities . 
SUMMARY: 
It is clear t hat pro[.rra.m nth Jewish content was used commonly in 
the younger groups and only occasionally in t hose of f ourt een years and 
In Hecht House, being Jevr:l ah vms a problem to almost every club and 
· was discussed in some form during meetings~ This concern appeared to in-
crease with the age of the club members . Interest and pride in Jewish 
things did not necessarily go togeth~r . There were sever al instances of 
individuals and c;roups, who were most active in Jewish organizations , ex-
pressing the f eeling ti1at non-Jews looked down on them. 
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CHA.PrER VI 
BOY-GIRL HELA'riONSHIPS 
In most adolescent groups , social rel ations .i..th the other sex are 
the basis for much programming. The extent to 1~1ich sex. is considered an 
appropriate subject for group discussion and the way in which proerammi ng 
in this whole area is handled often has a close connection w.i. th cultural 
patterns . Therefore , 'this was made an area for study. 
NON-JEtiiSH GROUPS: 
In the East Boston agencies, normal social activities of both sexes 
were stressed. In one agency, as many ero"Ups as possible of this a ge range 
included both boys and girls in the belief thn t heal thy relations are more 
easily built up bet·ween them i f they do many <;iifferent things toeether . In 
the other agency, there were agency dances and club parties, as well as 
other vrays f or the two to meet and mingle . The clubs in t his aeency were 
, all boys or all gi r ls, but the one i nterest group recorded had both sexes 
i n its membership . 
There were several indications of a concern of thea~ adolescents 
1 about their body, finding i t both interesting and shameful. This was ex-
pressed by drawings of women vd th breasts as a daring thing, some discus-
s i ons on the subject of nude bodies, occasi onal sly jokes. There 1taS also 
evidence of great moQ.esty on the part of both boys and girl s . The boys ob- 11 
jected t o swimming nude , the girls hesitated to take off shoes and stockings! 
to tr; on bootees, or jumpers to trJ on slips. 
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'ex education was handled ent irely by the family and the Church . lj 
Kissing games were against the policy of the a gencies and the only discus- !I 
s i on of them was in interpretati on of that raling. 
The records showed the usual dif ficulties of early adolescents in 
establishing social relations, expressed by teasing, restlessness, general 
fooling, and the reluctance of boys t o dance at parties. 
,I 
il 
I 
/I 
I 
The younger boys of the YMCA groups were not suf ficiently mature to • 
I• 
II be i nterested in girls, although one club' was in the process .of changi ng 
1 its ideas . 
The members of the older Negro group were beginning to be much in-
terested in girls. They asked f or dim lights at dances, and at the first 
dance t.."le worker reported much kissing . There was evidence that, at least 
in the mind ·of one family, dim lights and sexual immorality were connected. 
1
1 
A boy from the same f1;1mily said many boys needed a good sex educati on. 
, There was some slight indication of a changing code . of behavior in t his 
, field, "~hich may have led to more conflict than usual on the part of the 
youngsters. Nothing was done as program in t his area, except the two 
dances .. 
I 
II 
Of the three other older boys• groups , one had no social relati ons li 
of any sort -wli th girls. One went to a party to whi ch they had been invited II 
,, as a club. Although most of the boys were fifteen and sixteen, they gave II 
evidence of having had very ll ttle experience in such a ffairs . The oldest 
' club of all had three parties •nth girls. They made considerable progress 11 
in their soci al behavior at each one, · but a t t he end o.f the year still had 
a long way to go. There was no other evidence of programning or t he need 
for it in this field . 
I 
II 
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JEWISH GROUPS: 
I n the Jevr.i..sh clubs, there ··as an effort to accept interest in the 
body as a natural t hing in adolescents. The · youngest group on a t rip to 
the l useum of Fine Arts "discovered anatomy". .t hey had a session of tell-
ing dirty stories on the bus, which disturbed the people about them. The 
worker treated it casually, suggesti ng that the girls save the s tories till ! 
later, and the subject dropped naturally. 
One club had a hen party, and after the leader left they discussed 
lesbians and fairies, as they told her somem1at shamefacedly at t he next 
meeting. The same club wished to have a discussion of going steady, but 
because of other conditions in the group never did so. 
At the YUHA one group of young girls had a discussion on sex, since ' 
t he worker discovered they had many false ideas about it. "Their education 
is completely gutteral {Jiif." 
Other groups discussed such topics as posture, grooming, how to 
have a good time at a party, mixed marriages, Vinat to tell s mall children 
about sex . One club had a speaker on sex and another had a debate on going , 
steady. 
A boys 1 club had a discussion on, "Should sex be taught in t.~e 
schools?n 'I'hls club spent its first three meetings trylng :to join forces 
with a 5 i rls 1 club f or co-ed activities. The venture broke dolffi over the 
rules of co-ed organization. 
Socials were a key factor in determining the status of a group, as 
was mentioned several times. !.iost of the clubs had socials,, dances, or re- 1
1 
cord hops, and in several of them ~1is was made the basis of discussions on 
how to behave at a dance and social responsibility. One girls' club, ·which II 
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had had the devastating experience of being looked over by a group of boys 
and t u.rned dovm, discussed ''Hovt to behave vihen boys come, to prove t..'lat 
they ·would be nice to have at a party. 11 The next time they ll'ere invited, 
and t he party was a huge success. 
II 
': 
!I 
A debate was planned by one club on "How should , a girl and boy act 
I 
!' 
J II 
on a date?" It was never carried out because the e;irls couldn't find a 
club of whom they liked all the boys vd th whom ' to debate . 
I One may conclude that members of these Jewish groups were normally '· 
' I 
3tJM1tA.RY : 
interested in the other sex and were trying to learn their way about in the I 
adult social world. Both behavior and talk are much fre.er than in some II 
other groups, although the members were not always sure how far they could il 
go . This was shown by the uncertainty of some girls as 
er would approve their discussion about homosexuals • 
.A ~reat deal of program was centered about social relations and 
sex. The place of deba tcs, discussions · nd talks in this field a gain 
point s up the vocal tendencies af these groups, 
CHAPTER VII · 
HONEY-MAKING PROJECTS 
Money-making projects are closely related to 
i 
I 
I the place held by the 
treasury in the minds of the group. This is evident from tl1e reasons ad-
vanced for raisi ng money and the way in which these project are introduced. 
· NON-JEWI SH lli~OUPS: 
In ti1e Italian and Irish a gencies , the treasury was of little im-
lj 
,, 
II 
I 
'I 
I portance- to the groups.. In several groups there were dues, ut the pre- 1 
vailing custom was to have dues only if necessary to cover r ch activities 1,11 
as were desired, and if the treasury were inadequate or no~existent, mem-
' bers chipped in as required. One agency discouraged money ; ( ising by clubs •. : 
II 
The other had the policy of asking t hat alternate . functions , e for the ., 
benefit of the House . The first affair was said to be often! so much fun II 
that the group 110Uld i-diately have a second. In none of r· '"cords of 11 
these agencies studied was any mention made of money-raising. 11 
In the other non-Jewish agency, jackets and uniforms played a more I 
rl 
important part since the groups studied were pri marily athleit.ic. 
I 
fore , the treasury, raising money, and discussi ons about jacr ets 
There-
anduni-
forms '~re all intertwined in the records. 
Of the six groups studied, three had no money-raisink a~tivities, 
I 
'I 
I 
j, 
I 
although two discussed them and one started a raffle which was dropped f rom I 
lack of interest. One of these three clubs di d not even ha~ dues. 
I 
,, 
I 
I 
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The other t hree croups raised money i n various vrays, but such pro-
jects occupied a subordinate place in their thinkine . One raised money at , 
the worker's suggestion, but no mention was made of its use. The following I 
year the club again raised money but the original suggestion of a quintet 
developed into a variety show for parents and t he activity itself took 
precedence over money-raising as the objective of the evening. 
1: In the second club t wo projects were undertaken at t he initiative 11 
of the staff. One was proposed because t he boys wanted uniforms and their .:1 
II 
dues were inadequate . I n this club the boys used non-payment of dues as a 1 
source of complaint agains t one of the fringe members. This was unusual in 
I 
the non-Jevnsh eroups and probably vms not an expression of concern about 
t he treasurJ, since t he an..l1ouncement of a considerable balance was greeted 1 
with indifference. 
The t hird club had two activities fo~ the purpose of buying uni-
forms. 
In these three clubs jackets were primary and the treasury second-
! 
1 
ary. In one, members bought t.!-).e i r jackets individually. In the other t\vo i. 
the general question of the ri ghts of a clique versus the group as a mole ) 
I was raised in t erms of jackets. Should just the team get them o~ those who : 
I 
1 sold sufficient raf fle tickets or the whole club? The decision was in favo 
of tile team. 
JEWI SH GROUPS: 
In startling contrast were the Jewish groups, to whom the treasury 
was of the greatest i mportance. It ·was not entirely clear just vmat it 
meant to them, whether it was a symbol of t he club, a subject for discus-
sion, or a means of buying jackets. It ·na.s only certain t.ha t money was 
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basic in the members' thinking about their club. 
Of the twenty clubs studie~, only four had no money-raising event 
of any kind, and one of these v~s sufficiently interested in the treasury 
to spend the better part of t~ meetings discussing how much the club 
should pay towards uniforms. They also discussed suspending a member for 
non-payment of dues. 
The most usual method of raisine money was having a booth in the 
Purim Carnival. This was conceived as a cultural merry-making day, plus 
an acceptable way of .earning money vfith Je~~sh program possibilities. 
Groups in both agencies were strongl y encouraged to go into it as a. Jevtish 
h 
activity. So the fact that fifteen had booths is no t a conclusive proof of '' 
I 
their desire to make money . The absence of Jewish slant to any booths men-
tioned might indicate that that aspect was of less importance than the 
prospective pr of it to the clubs. In only one of the clubs, a younger one, 
did the activity clearly out?reigh the money in importance. 
Nine' clubs discussed raising money by raf fles and six actually did 
so. . Tw:> had · record hops, one a book review, one a dance, rmd one made 
11 dolls for sale. One club had no activities at all during the year except 
I 
tv10 money-raising affairs. Some of t hese affairs had the addi.tional ad van- II 
;I tage of being fun or of bringing pr'estige to the club. However, this was I 
II I jl never put forward as the reason and the number of raffles whose only pur- 1 
pose vms ra.is:Lng money substantiates t he conclusion that this was t he prima-11 
ry objective. 11 
I 
Dues l'lere discussed frequently. One club changed their dues twice 
and also decided to deny a jacket to any member vnto did not pay his dues. 
One club raised money -to bolster the treasury with no particular plan for 
'' spending tho money. Another club of t wenty e;irls said that one hundred 
I' 
, dollars in the trea.sur;'( was "basion, anything beyond that could go for 
jackets. Although jackets fi gured largely in club thinking as \d th the 
YUCA groups, the order of priority appeared to be first the treasury, t hen 
the jaekets, rather than vice versa as in the more athletic groups. 
I 
Perhaps the most significant evidence of the importance of a treas-
• I 
I 
ury to these groups was the form in .hich a standard problem facing clubs 
was presented to them. In almost every club comes a moment when the border-
line between the rights of a member and the rir;hts of the club must be de- j' 
fined. In an Italian club this ques tion arose in t he sphere of activities. 
'Were a few girls to be allowed to plan a nsurprise" and keep it a "secret" 
from the others, or was the club as a Tfhole to plan all activities? This 
problem appeared in :Jomewhat similar form in t11o Jewish groups: 1) Should 
I 
all participate in all activities or refuse to join in? and 2) (with mat 
seems to be a typical tli'ist for these e;roupsl) Should contrnittees be eiven 
power to initiate plans or only to execute club decisions? 
The non- Jewish athletic groups worked this out in athletic t e rms . 
Ib all members play in every game at the risk of losing, or do t..he first 
::i::::r: :::.zecl:~::::? in1:o:1.:i::: t~~k:::.:: 0::;: a r 
In three <Jewish groups, on the other hand, the .point was discussed I 
in terms of the treasury. Is it a club treasury or the sum of individual 1 
banking accounts? Specifically, if members sell unequal numbers of raffle I, 
1 See supra, P• 36. 
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tickets, do t.l-J.ey or do they not draw out equal a.<nounts towards their 
jackets? And l'lhat about new members? 
SUMMA..l!Y: 
One may conclude that for some reason a treasury means something 
special to these Jewish groups and money-making projects of various kinds 
play an important part in their progra"n. 
I 
I 
I 
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CHAPTER VIII 
SERVICE PROJECTS 
Because of the Jews 1 strong emphasis on social justice an.d commun-- il 
ity service, it might be eA.-pected that service projects would play an impor-• 
tant part in the program of their clubs . This aspect of programming l'tas , 
therefore, given particular attention~ 
NON- JEV'liSH GROUPS: 
In the records of groups in the predominantly Italian, Roman Catho- '· 
lie centers, there vvas no suggestion of any service project of any kind . I' 
This may have been part~ because of the youth of their members, partly be- II 
1 cause they were primarily interest groups, but even in the three clubs I 
I 
The staff of the j 
agencies confirmed this in general, although they stated that some groups j' 
there was no mention of any interest along these lines. 
.I made t hings which they subsequently gave to others, and some groups did II 
things to raise money for the a gency.1 11 
II 
'J.'he other non-Jewish boys' groups were primarily athletic and it is; 
perhaps, not surprising that few service projects were mentioned. One old- 1 
er group sponsored a. younger one, and in one club a contributi on was made, 11 
1· 
at the suege s tion of the 'l,'lorker, to the Y:orld Ser1tice Fund of the YMCA. 1! 
11 
The only major service project undertaken vras the hard work of one group li 
1 Lest the au~~or be accused of saying that Italians have no sense 
of generosit~r, it may be noted ·t..'lat much of their giving is individual or 
through the Church . 
II 
I' 
,I 
I! 
of boys to arouse interest in a public meeting concerned with better hous-
ing for their neiBhborhood. The worker thought they learned a great deal 
about commuu~ty responsibility in the process~ 
It is, of course, important to remember that in these groups, a 
sense of responsibility to the community as manifested in i mproved stan-
dards of behavior was being inculcated and that all these groups had been 
ll 
II 
I 
I 
I 
' more often on the receiving than on the givi ng end of life. Perhaps ser- .1 
I. vice projects represented a more advanced stage of development than they 
had yet attained. l1 
JEV:ISH GROUPS : I 
In .Jew:i.sh croups the evidence is conflicting. Bot h agencies had: 
Keren Amis - a sort of House communit y chest used also as an ·educational' 1 
device in collecting money and distributing it by the vote of the members !1 
to recognized ohari ties. 1· 
,, 
In :t."le YMHA, one boys' group voted to contribute to Keren Ami. An-. 
other sent a plant to a sick mother, but did not mention any other form of 
service. The six other boys' clubs did not do even that much. Of the 
three girls' ·clubs, two contributed to the !Ceren Ami and one discussed mak- ' 
I 
ing a poster for it; ~~ere is no record as to \1nether ~his was actually 
' done. 2 
In Hecht House in the one boys ' group studied there Yffi.S no interest . 
.1 
s .1own in any service project . The same was true of two clubs of girls, one 
of ten-year-olds and the o~~er tvrelve. 
In the other six groups the record was very different. In ~~e 
2 It is important to remember that the form of the records does not ll 
lead to the recording of suggestions which were not acted on .. 
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Telavivs the girls suggested making scrapbooks for the hospital. 
t hey took them to the hospl tal, they were interested in the possibility of 
volunteering there and two telephoned the Volunteer Bureau in an attempt 
to carry through on this. The \rorker failed to capitalize on this inter-
II 
est and it dropped. At the suggestion of the members, the club voted to 11 
I 
contribute t he balance of its treasury, when it broke up for the summer, 
to a charity, and finally decided on t he Americcm Cancer Society. At 
' 
o t her times service projects were · mentioned by various members as possible ;1 
acth"'ities for the club but were not pressed. 
The ':>lanets, a club in the process of dissolution, discussed con-
tributing to the CJA (there was no r ecord of the final action), and when 
they were deciding what to do if they should continue through the year one 
girl suggested a service project ever'./ month. The club broke tip, so no 
action l'm.s taken~ 
II 
',·I' 
:1 
i' 
II 
'I 
The Roberta.s and Sweethearts brought up service projects of differ-'1 
I, 
ent kinds, such as making things for childr en in a hospital ani putting on 
a play in the hospital. They all fell through. 
The Annettes were a young Judaean group and as such bad as one of 
their purposes nro develop a '\tillingness to render service to the American 
J evri s h c orrununi ty. " The first year of the record this was accomplished by 
holding a weekly raffle for the benefit of the Jewish Nati onal Fund . 
years later, ,,.then t he girls were fourteen and fifteen, they suggested a 
service project of collecting toys for a children's home, but there was no 
r ecord of "Jmat was done. 'rhe following fall several girls volunteered at 
the 3oston Dispensary, but \vhether as individuals or as a club was not 
stated. I n the final year1 _i~:h_s poJ:. e~ST.f tQ _~is_~inguil3h bej:;we_en the 
I 
II 
II 
I 
II 
I ~-
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worker 's ideas and those of the girls. However, they collected money for 
the Heart Fund a t Boston Garden a.>J.d gave time and effort to help the Youn~ 
Judaean scholarship drive. 
The Arct:Lcs, for the first two years, showed little or no interest · 
I in service, but in their third year the worker suggested going to the Home . 
for Little Wanderers to hold a party f or the children . The group took 
this up and when it was found to be impossible, suggested the B'nai B'rith1 
or a veterans' hospital. They finall y decided they were not qualified to 
put on a progra..11 at the hospi tal and the B'nai B1rith fell through. At 
the end of the year they unanimously volunteered to help in the Cerebral 
Palsy Drive, but there v1as no record of whe thcr they f ollowed through . 
From tmse examples it would appear that most of the girls' clubs I' . 
accepted service as a socially approved patte:rn which should be rl.ven at 
least lip service and Tihich might bring in extra dividends such as the 
excitement of joining a big show at :Jos ten Garden or of working in a hos-
pi tal or of receiving the applause of an audience at t.'1eir play. This 
trend increased as the girls grev; older . 
How seri ous their interest was is not quite clear. In most in- p 
stances the matter was sugges ted and dropped, either for lack of interest 
or for lack of encouragement by the worker . 
The fact that the agencies made some attempt to encourage such 
service and that parents apparentlY allowed their children to take part 
in such activities in Boston may also indicate a cultural pattern. 
SUMMAH.Y: 
One may conclude that service is recognized by the girls as an ap-
proved activity and, in at least some cases, represents a. genuine interes t ! 
56 
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on t heir part ?which might be built upon by the worker. 
II 
I 
l 
II 
I 
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CF.APTER IX 
OTHER ACTIVITIES 
mhe rather startling inclusion of all other activities in one 
chapter reflects their relative importance in these Jewish groups. 
NON-JE'l'J'ISH GROUPS: 
In bast Boston there ••as a weal-th of program activities - plays, 
painting, modelling, sewing, puppets, airplanes, 1-'".i tes , sports, trips 
to mention only a few. Even interest groups had outside activiti es . 
and crafts were especially emphasized, but. discussions and debates vrore 
rarely mentioned, except for the infornal talk which was the chief purpose ! 
of one club of V.rls. (Perhaps this was the gentler Italian version of 
"letting off disorganized steam 11 described in Je·wish rt,Toups . ) The three 
newspaper groups represented an intellectual activity. 
'J'he YHCA clubs were athletic and social, vrith camping t r ips, 
health examinations, vocational counselling, and trips making up the bel -
ance of the progra~ . Arts and crafts were almost impossi ble because of 
meeting arrangements. In the one club which had a room, these activities 
vrere included. ::ifu.sic , especially vdth the ~Jegro groups , was also encour-
aged . 
I 
The older Jevv:i.sh groups divided their att ention between the activi.,. 
ties described in previous chapters and one or two more types each year . 
The additional ones were usually athletics, eames , and debates for the 
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boys; dramatics, bowling and debates or discuss i.ons f or the girls . There 
was an occasional book review. In contrast to the Italian groups, the 
clubs seldom made anything.. The youngest ones did and it was suggested by 
one staff member that some few groups \vith scanty records had more creativJ 
activities than those studied, but in seneral such prqgram was conspicuous 
by its absence. 
:Movies and club parties -were usua.l and a few clubs tool~ trips or 
had suppers . 
Talks, book reviews, debates and discussions on set topics took 
place in at least nineteen meetings of f'i ve clubs. Many of the debates 
were on boy- girl relationships , but two were on topics of current interest: 
rtshould Germany be Re-armed to Fight Co:mnunism?" ani it Should oys be in 
Korea? " T'ne talks were on varied subjects including one on vocational 
counselling. 
There 'Was some singing and dancing and in Hecht House some drama-
tics inspired by the Drama Festivals. Several clubs rehearsed plays (in 
only two cases created by the group), but only three \'lere performed: 
SUW!u\RY: 
In comparison to the East Boston groups, the prof$ram in the Je·wish 1: 
clubs seems relatively thin. This undoubtedly reflects the attitudes of 
the youth in the two districts . Those in East Boston come to ·do things. 
If the program is dull, .they go elsewhere. 
reason~ They v.Jill complain about the lack 
to come. 
The Jews come for. some other ·. ·II' 
of activities but will continue I· 
I' 
I' 
I! 
r 
I 
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CHAPTER X 
CONCLUSIONS AND R.r'!:COMMENDATIONS 
The purpose of this study was to discover some of the cultural 
effects on progr~ng for groups of third generation boys and girls .Gf . 
East European Jev;ish background, living in the neighborhood of Dorchester, i 
Massachusetts. 'fhe study was lL-nited to groups in the age range of t en to 1 
eighteen years. Alt."lough the dominant strand of their culture. was Jewish, I 
no attempt '1as made to distin~:.s-uish between the effects of Jewish culture I 
I 
,, 
I 
and those of the culture of middle class Americans. Nor was it intended 
to limit the discussi on to differences between these groups and others . 
1'he conclusions are limited to the groups studied and are not intended to 11 
Jl apply to Je·w:ish eroups in other areas. 
From the evidence it is clear that there are individual differences!! 
between these Jewish groups, but that there ·are also a nurn.ber of striking I 
I 
similarities. These similarities are in the area of learnad social beh3V- 1 
ior and may, therefore, be ascribed to the groups' culture. 
The most obvious similarity is the importance placed by the groups j 
on oreanization, officers, comP.Iittees and business meetings-: The amoun-t 
of time spent discussing constitutions, rules of procedure and membership 
qualifications was striking. 'rhe concern that any action of the club be 
I 
I 
in accordance ·with rules, even if the rules must be changed, was specifi- 1 
I, 
I 
1: 
cally stated in one case ard i mplicit in the preoccupation with rules in 
the others. Problems of intra- and int.er- group relations were of ten 
II 
--1- ~ 
II 
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presented and resolved in organizati onal t erms . 
Organization appears to be imp:lrtant as a symbol of the club, as 
was shovm by t he desire to have a 11long11 constitution, or to appoint com-
mi ttees, even if t hey never met. I t is clear that there is a tendency to 
use forms without meaning. The number of groups which had business meet,.. 
ings week after week vdthout accomplishing anYthing supports thi s conclu-
sion. On the other hand, t he groups aan learn to use officers and organi-
zation effectively, as a number of clubs did. 
The second great similarity between groups is the conflict about 
being Je':d.sh . Tht s problem was broueht up in every club but one in Hecht 
House . I t was not mentioned in the records of the YMHA, but these were not , 
'' in such a form that ques tions like this would have been recorded. They did j1 
not, therefore, prove t hat t his was not a problem in these groups . 
Jewish songs , dances, and traditional festivities are commonly used 
in the younger groups, but as the members grow older they become increas-
ingl y a.rn.bivalent about such activities. A number of older groups en,joyed 
Jevdsh dances and songs provided the-.r were not observed t o take part in 
them. There was some evidence that interest in Jewish culture does not 
1 necessarily mean pride in being a Jew. 
I. 
I 
I 
Another characteristic of these groups 
all areas of programmii1g a large proportion of 
is that they are vocal . In 
time was spent in discussion j: 
or debate. Business :meetines were necessar ily verbal, but discussions were j- -· 
also held i n such areas as sex, social responsibility a;nd Jewishness. Talk 1 
of one f orm or another f illed the larger part of most meetings for every 
group . 
#=---
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Boy-girl relationships and sex are used often as bases for program 
material. The groups t al ked freely about problems in both areas. socials 11 
and dances are of great importance to t he clubs and are an expected part 
of t he program. Almost every club had one or more such affairs during the 
I' 
year. I 
There is clear evidence t hat the complex of jackets, club treas-
ury, and money-raising projects holds an important place in the goals of 
these groups. There is little evidence to show which of the three is the~ 
main focus . Although some clubs suegested raising money before t hey had 
plans for s pending it, they may have had jackets in the back of t heir 
minds. Unlike groups in other cultures, 'Where jackets certainly took 
precedence, there was never any question of individuals buying t hem en-
tir ely on their o1m. The only ins tance in i'Jhich money seemed to ·be of 
primary importance was i n t he case of one club Which wished to have one 
hundred dollars as a "basic" sum i n the treasury, the surplus being avail- 1 
able for j ackets. 
The Jewish e,irls t hink of service as an approved activity for a 
club. This sometimes represents a eenuine interest on the part of the 
members &~d could probably be used effectively for program. Nine out of 
eleven girls' groups suggested or actually t ook part in some service ·pro-
ject. 
t his 
There seems to be more interest . in doing than in making t hings, and 1: 
might be an important consideration in the choice o.f service pro,jects. 
The program in t hese groups tends to be t hin with little variety. I 
In addition to t he t ypes of activities just discussed, most clubs had some j 
a thletic activities, a few had dramatics, only one or two ·went on trips or 
1 
had arts or cl~afts. Not one went camping, only one or two went on picnics, j 
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I 
1. 
only a few did any cooking. 
Certain recommendati ons seem to follow from the above 
1/orkors wi t h the se groups should have as one of their 
conclusions ·I· 
goals intel-
1 ligent and effecti ve use of organization. Groups should l earn to use com- . 
I! 
mittees and business meeti ngs in order t o accomplish something. This !' 
would probably mean t hat they must learn to use discussi on purposefully to 
reach a decision. 
Workers should have as a major objective t he enriching of t he !. pro-
1 
gram. The inter est in service projects of t he girls 1 groups mi ght be used j· 
,, 
to introduce new t;ypea of activities, as well as to increase community 
interest. 
The Jewish agencies migh t consider vmethcr t heir strong emphasis 
on clubs as opposed to interest groups is the policy best sui t ed to the 
development of their members . 
Since being Jewish seems to be a problem to so many groups, the 
workers should be alert to seize every opportunity to enhance the members' 
pride in t heir .Jewish heritage and their acceptance of difference as a 
valuable enrichment of lif e. 
I 
Another i mportant goal of the workers might be to help the members I' 
evaluate the proper place of money in t heir lives and to understand its ! 
value and limitations . 
This study has shovm the need for other investigations in this 
area. 
A study could usefully be made t o find out what belonging t o 
BTOUp means to t hese Jews. ~rny do t hey come to meeti ngs when nothing 
pens? I s it habit? a desire i;,.') l eave home? the opportunit y t o run the 
- -- I -
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club their own way'? or t he prestige of membership? 
Another study might be made of the relationship of members to the ·I 
worker . There were some indications t hat the members would not accept sue- ' 
gestions and used t he club as an approved way of expressing their rebellion 
against adults . This might help explain the difficulties the workers en-
countered in enriching the progr am. 
The use of program includinlb the use of ·limitati ons in buj_lding up 
group standards would be a fruitful area of research. The J"" lish agencies 
appeared t o be a little more permissive than those of other cultures . 
Another study of interest could be made on ways of handling con-
flict in a group . From t he records t here vrould appear to be a great deal 
of open confUct in t he Jenish groups, 'l'itlich is handled in open discussion, 
often i ntensely · ersonal, at meeti n •s . Ti"le Italian croups shovred almost 
no conflict, but whether thi s v.'as because there was none, or because i t 
took place outside of meetings was not apparent . 
I t is interesting to speculate how far the conclusions of t his 
study ay be valid for Jewish groups in other setttngs .. The only sure con- , 
elusion, · however , whi.ch may be dra1m, ts that a worker vdth aYly Jewish 
gToup should be sensitive to these points, especially those invol vlng 
organizati on, ver~alizat.l. on, cultural content, and minority feelings , 
knowing t hat t hese areas may need special attention . 
A~~~!(~~ 
Rich~ rd K. Conant 
"· e3.n 
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APPENDIX 
- ---=------=-~~-
TABLE I 
ECONOMIC FACTORS IN THE AREAS STUDIED 
POSITION BY RANK 
IN CO ·ilPAiuSON WITH THE OTHER AREAS OF GREATER BOSTO~ 
Outer 
Dorchester Roxbury East nos ton 
Areab Factor Area Area Ar ea Area Area 1\.rea 
A B c D E F G 
. ~edian income 29 21 27 )9 43 41 35 
~ edian monthl y rent 7 10 2}-l 42 60 56 52 
1. 01 or more persons 
in one room 26 21 42 50 57 47.5 
% dwelling units 
dilapidated or 
wlthout private bath 24 18.5 6.5 43 57 53 44 
a Greater Boston was divided into sixty-four are.as and arranged in 
a series according to the size of a given economic factor. The best eco-
nomic position 11as given the lowest rank, which thus denotes the relative 
favorability of conditions in that area as compared to other parts of 
Greater Boston. 
Figures compiled by the F:esea.rch Division of the United Community 
Services of Grea·tcr Boston, f rom t he United States Census of 19$0. 
b Areas are combined census trac t s as follows : 
- -=---===-.- --=- - - --=- - ---
A: Grove Hall 1,~·est1 census tracts: U$, U6A, U6B . 
B: l!'rankJ.in Park, census tracts : T7B, T8A. 
C: Franklin Field' census tracts: x5A, XSB. 
D: warren street, census tracts : Ul, U2. 
E: Jeffries Point, census tracts: 134, BSB. 
F: Central-Maverick, census tracts: A6, Bl, B2, B3. 
G: Eagle Itlll, census t.racts' Ah, A5. 
==-~--- ==========--~-----
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TABLE II 
DATA ON 'l'HE GROiJPS ON WHICH T!ITS STUDY WAS BASED 
No.in Number of Years 
GrouE* A~e Club . s.ex T-t~ Covered bl Records 
Je·wish 
Clovms 10 8 Girls Club 1 
Jacque lines 12 19 Girls Club 1 
Princesses 12 10 Girls Club 1 
Telavivs 12-13 18 Girls Club 1 
Pristeens 12-13 19 Girls Club 1 
·.ings 12..-13 18 Boys Club 1 
Pintos 13 16 Boys Club 1 
Sioux 13-14 20 Boys Club 1 
Annettes (13-14 12-1$ Girls (Club 3 (14-1$ (Young 
(1!)...16 (Judaea 
Trojans 14 13 Boys Club 1 
Bees 14 24 Boys Club 1 
Arctics (14 12 Girls Club 3 (U> (16 
Planets 14-1$ 18 Girls Club 1 and 1 month 
Robertas 14-1.5 20 Girls Club 1 
Je-wels 14-1$ 20 Llirls Club 1 
Soldiers 11!.-15 2h Boys Club 1 
Slvaethearts 14-15 14 Girls Club 1 
Washi netons 14-15 12 Boyn Club 1 
ila.rriors 15-16 l4 Boys Club 1 
Bowlers 15-17 12 Boys Club 2 
Non-Je'V'Y-ish 
cfu6 A 10-11 10 Boys Club 1 
Club B 11-12 12 Girls Club 1 
Judges 10-12 16 Boys Club l 
J r . Roxie a ( 9-14 23 ·oys Club 2 
(10-15 
Drama Group 10-13 8 Girls Interest l 
~l'evzspaper 1 12-13 ll Co-ed Interest 1 
tlewspa.per 2 13 10 Co-ed Interest 1 
newspaper .3 13 9 Co-ed Interest 1 
Club c 13-15 13 l'lirls Club 1 
Knights 12-16 ll Doys Club 1 
Roxie a l4 14 Boys Club 1 
Pioneers l h-16 17 oys Club 1 
Pirates 16 14 Boys Club 1 
'l~ Na.~.11es have been altered. 
~==-=--=-=-c.o===--~ ~ = ---=-~ 
Culture: 
Name of Group; 
Age of members: 
Number in group: 
Type of group: 
Pertinent background: 
ANALYSIS OI•' GROUP RECORDS 
Name of l'.gc:mcy: 
Leader: 
f>ex of members: 
Year of record: 
What were the program activities for the year? 
----=.---~ --
fhat evidence is thnre of the use of organization by the group? 
What place did rules of procedure and constitutions have? 
l'ihat cul tural content was there in the program? 
What evidenca is there of interest in their culture? 
::Vhat evidence is the.re of concern about being members of a minority group 
and what was done about it'; 
~~ia.s there any interest in service projects'? 
'If: ere any undertaken? 
~Vhat importance seems to ha·ve been attached to money-maldng projects and 
club treaS'tlr'J? 
How were adolescent needs for heterosexual relationships &Ld sex education 
handled in program? 
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